proved that for almost all graphs MOD-CHAR has linear worst-case time complexity per spanning tree generated. It is also shown that for any complete graph MOD-CHAR requires, on the average, at most seven computational steps to generate a spanning tree. This result and computational experiences provide evidence to believe that for dense graphs of any order the time complexity of MOD-CHAR is O( t ) , where t is the number of spanning trees generated. On the other hand, there is enough evidence to conclude that for sparse graphs, Char's original implementation is superior to MOD-CHAR.
I. INTRODUCTION
NUMERATING, that is, explicitly listing all the E spanning trees of a graph is one of the extensively studied problems in graph theory. A classical result related to this problem is Kirchhoffs Matrix Theorem [9] which expresses the number of spanning trees of an n-vertex graph as a determinant of size n -1. A combinatorial proof of this theorem may be found in [13] . More recently, Chaiken and Kleitman [2] generaked Renyi's proof to include Tutte's generalization to digraphs [18] . The proofs of Renyi and Chaiken-Kleitman include variables in the matrix to yield explicit listing of the spanning trees. Although this approach yields an algorithm beating O( n2.5) time for the number of spanning trees, the actual listing may take longer because the determinant calculation involves expressions rather than variables alone. Thus there has been a considerable interest in the design of efficient algorithms for spanning tree enumeration and a number of algorithms with varying efficiencies have been reported in the literature. The algorithm due to Gabow and Myers [6] is known to have the best possible asymptotic complexity Manuscript received April 8,1985; revised April 8,1986 , May 17, 1987 , and August 26, 1987 . This paper was recommended by Associate Editor I. N. Hajj.
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of O(nt) where t is the number of spanning trees of the n-vertex graph under consideration. This algorithm is essentially an efficient implementation of Minty's approach [ l l ] for the enumeration problem. In 1968, Char [3] presented a conceptually simple algorithm for the spanning tree enumeration problem. Our recent studies [7] , [8] , show that Char's algorithm is computationally superior to Gabow and Myers' algorithm. However, further investigation of Char's algorithm resulting in more refined complexity results is called for. More recently, in [19] Winter presented yet another O(nt) algorithm and has confirmed our earlier claim that Char's algorithm is superior to Gabow and Myers'. An early motivation for studying the spanning tree enumeration problem came from electrical network theory where evaluating network functions using topological formulas was considered to be an attractive approach. In this and other applications which require explicit listing, any efficient spanning tree enumeration algorithm such as Gabow and Myers' will be an appropriate choice. There are applications where the spanning trees should be enumerated in a certain order. This is the case with the source-to-multiterminal network reliability analysis problem [14] , [15] for which Gabow and Myers' algorithm is considered to be the best choice. There are also applications where only spanning trees with certain property need to be enumerated. For example, one solution to the transshipment problem in operations research [4] involves searching for a feasible spanning tree such that each circuit produced by adding a single edge has positive weight. For this problem the design of algorithms based on spanning tree enumeration is considered in [5] ; and Gabow and Myers' algorithm may not be the most efficient choice in this case. The structure of Char's spanning tree enumeration algorithm [3] and our analysis of it in [7] suggest that it may yield an efficient algorithm for the transshipment problem. To elaborate on this, we first note that Char's algorithm essentially involves a lexicographic examination of tree and non-tree subgraphs. Making use of an initial spanning tree and a vertex numbering based on this tree, the algorithm reacts differently after trees and non-trees are generated so that two objectives are achieved. These are: (1) each subgraph is generated and tested in linear 0098-4094/89/0200-0219$01.00 01989 IEEE time and (2) not all of the IIdeg(i) subgraphs are examined. The way the second objective is achieved is of interest to us in the context of designing an efficient algorithm for the transshipment problem. The structure of Char's algorithm is such that a number of non-tree subgraphs can be skipped without generation whenever a non-tree subgraph is encountered. In view of this, we expect to be able to incorporate in Char's algorithm a mechanism which would enable us to skip a number of infeasible trees whenever an infeasible tree is identified. If such a mechanism could be implemented efficiently, then a fast solution to the transshipment problem based on tree enumeration would become possible.
With such applications in mind, we,continue in this paper our study of the spanning tree enumeration problem. Our objective here is to explore further the structure of Char's algorithm and to exploit this structure to design an implementation of the algorithm which leads to more refined complexity results. To make our presentation selfcontained, we first review Char's algorithm in Section I1 and then present in Section I11 an implementation of Char's algorithm called MOD-CHAR. This implementation reduces the computation required per spanning tree by grouping together certain similar subgraphs for the purpose of testing. Next, in Section IV, we discuss the computational complexity of MOD-CHAR. Finally, in Section V we provide computational results comparing MOD-CHAR with Char's original implementation in [3] . For graph theory definitions and notations we follow [16] .
11. REVIEW OF CHAR'S ALGORITHM Consider a connected undirected graph G = (V, E ) with n = IVI vertices and m = IEl edges. Let the vertices of G be denoted as 1,2;..,n. Let h=(DIGIT(l), DIGIT(2), * . , DIGIT( n -1)) denote a ( n -1)-digit sequence of vertices such that DIGIT( i) is a vertex adjacent to vertex i in G . With each such sequence h we can associate a subgraph GA = (VA, EA) of G such that VA = { 1,2,. . . , n } , and EA= {(l,DIGIT(1)),(2,DIGIT(2)),~~*,
Noting that a spanning subgraph of G is a spanning tree of G if and only if it is connected and has n -1 edges, Char [3] characterizes sequences representing spanning trees as follows.
Tree Compatibility Property
The sequence (DIGIT(l), DIGIT(2); . .,DIGIT(n -1)) represents a spanning tree of an n-vertex graph G rooted at vertex n if and only if for each j Q n -1 there exists a sequence of edges from {(i,DIGIT(i))} forming a path from j to a vertex k with k > j . // A sequence satisfying the tree compatibility property is called a tree sequence; otherwise it is a non-tree sequence. It can be shown that if (DIGIT(l), DIGIT(2),-.., DIGIT(n -1)) is a tree sequence representing a spanning tree T, then DIGIT(i) is the neighbor of i in the path in T from i to n .
Char's algorithm first performs a search on G and finds a spanning tree called the initial spanning tree. This search could be either breadth-first search (BFS) or depth-first search (DFS) [l] , [16] . During this search, the vertices of G are renumbered as n , n -1;. .,1 in the order in with A,, the initial tree sequence, Char's algorithm enumerates all the other spanning trees of G by generating the sequences corresponding to the spanning trees of G . During this enumeration, the algorithm also generates certain non-tree sequences. We shall let t and to denote, respectively, the number of tree sequences and the number of non-tree sequences generated.
Char's algorithm can be presented in ALGOL-like notation as follows. that if a tree sequence (after A,) has been output then DIGIT(k)#REF(k). Define r~k + l by r = k + l if DIGIT(k) # LAST(k); otherwise r is the smallest integer such that DIGIT(i) = LAST(i) for r Q i Q k. If k = n -1 and DIGIT(n -1) = LAST(n -l), then let s < n -1 be the smallest integer such that DIGIT( i) = LAST( i) for s < i Q n -1; otherwise let s = n -1. Then (i) If X is a tree sequence, then the next sequence generated is DIGIT(l), DIGIT(2), -. -,
(ii) If X is not a tree sequence, then the next sequence generated is DIGIT (l), DIGIT (2), . . -,
Note that if X is a tree sequence, then the next sequence generated differs from X in every position i >, 
sequence is to be tested for the tree compatibility property only at position r -1. Thus testing whether X is a tree sequence or not involves testing the sequence for the tree compatibility property at exactly one position. The time for this test is bounded by n since it involves traversing at most n edges.
Let T = U:T,' T, where (i) To = { Xo}, and
(ii) T,,1 Q i c n -1, is the set of all the tree sequences such that i is the largest index for which
Also let T' = U:i :T' where T,', 1 Q i Q n -1, is the set of all the non-tree sequences such that i is the largest index for which DIGIT(i) # REF(i). Note that IT1 = t and IT'I = to.
Let GP), 1 Q k Q n -1, be the graph obtained from G by coalescing the vertices k, k +1,. e , n and let Tk(') be the set of spanning trees of GP). If t ( k ) = ITk(')l, then it was shown in [7, theorem 31 that
where deg(k), 1 Q k Q n , is the degree of vertex k in G.
An elegant formula for t ( k ) is possible. Let G, denote the weighted undirected graph obtained from G by assigning unit weight to each edge of G. Let the weighted graph G,, 2 Q i Q n -1 be obtained from GI-by performing pivotal condensation, or equivalently star-delta transformation, at node i -1. The pivotal condensation operation at vertex (i -1) in G j -l is defined as follows. Let w(i, j) denote the weight in G j P 1 of the edge (i, j). If this edge is not in GiPl, let w(i, j) = 0. Also let d j -l denote the sum of the weights of all the edges in Gi-l incident on vertex (i -1). Then, for each pair of vertices jl and j , adjacent to i-1, increase w(jl,j2) by w(i-l,jl)*w(i-1, j 2 ) / d i P l .
After all possible pairs of neighbors of vertex (i -1) have been considered, delete from G j -the vertex (i -1) and all the edges incident on it. The weighted graph that results is G j . It can be shown [7] that t( k) = d1d2 . . * dk-1 and Using (2) we can rewrite (1) as As regards the total number of computational steps required in the execution of Char's algorithm, consider a
ated by the algorithm. This sequence belongs to Tk U TL. To generate this sequence the algorithm explicitly requires
addition to setting DIGIT(k) = x. Then A is tested for the tree compatibility property at position k. Thus generating and testing X involves the following two types of computational steps.
Type 2: c k steps to set DIGIT(k) = x and to test X for the tree compatibility property. (Note that c k Q n.)
Let COSTl and COST2 denote, respectively, the total numbers of Type 1 and Type 2 computations performed by Char's algorithm. It was shown in [7] that
If we let then it can be seen that
Thus we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Char's algorithm is of complexity O(n2H,,t).
Note that H,, is dependent on the graph G as well as the initial spanning tree. However, as we will show in Section IV, in the case of certain classes of graphs, an appropriate initial spanning tree can be selected so that H,, becomes bounded above by a constant. More interestingly, we will show that nH,, < 4 for a complete graph on n > 4 vertices.
MOD-CHAR: AN IMPLEMENTATION OF

//
CHAR'S ALGORITHM As we have seen in the previous section, Char's algorithm involves two types of computations, namely, Type 1 computations and Type 2 computations. Whereas the cost of Type 1 computations is O(H,t), Type 2 computations cost O(n2H,,t) for an n-vertex graph. In this section we develop an implementation of Char's algorithm, whch requires O(nH,t) Type 2 computations only. We call this implementation MOD-CHAR.
Consider an n-vertex undirected graph G = (V, E ) . Let the vertices of G be numbered as in Char's algorithm. Consider a tree sequence A = (DIGIT(l),
Char's algorithm when applied on G. Note that A is a tree sequence in T,. It should be clear from the observations on Algorithm 1 made in the previous section that after generating A, Char's algorithm proceeds to generate the tree sequences in Tk + U Tk + U U T, -as well as the nontree sequences in T;+l U U . * * U T;-l which have the same DIGIT(l), DIGIT(2); .,DIGIT(k) as A, by changing DIGIT( n -l), DIGIT( n -2), -. e , DIGIT( k + 1) in an appropriate manner. Then another sequence in Tk U TL is generated by setting DIGIT(i) = REF(i) for k + 1 ~z~n -1 , and changing DIGIT(k) in A. Thus the sequences in Tk U T; having the same DIGIT(l), DIGIT(2); -*,DIGIT(k -1) as A are not generated immediately after A, and generating each one of these sequences requires at most n Type 2 computations. We now show how these computations can be reduced by an appropriate implementation of Char's algorithm.
Consider a tree sequence A, = (DIGIT(l), DIGIT(2), 
(the subgraph of G corresponding to the sequence Ay), and so A; is a non-tree sequence in T;. On the other hand, if vertices k and x are in different components of G;, then A ' i is a tree sequence in T,. Thus if, for each defined as above, we have the information whether each neighbor x of k in G is in the same component of G; as vertex k or not, then only one comparison is required to test each sequence of the form A$€TkUTL. Clearly we need to obtain this information for only those neighbors x < k.
In order to collect the above information, we associate a label LABEL(i) with each vertex i < k of G;. For each neighbor x < k of k, LABEL(x) is computed such that LABEL(x) = k if the vertices k and x are in the same component of G;; and LABEL(x) = n otherwise. In order to obtain these label values, we traverse the path in G; from vertex x to either vertex k or to some vertex greater than k. If this path leads to vertex k, then we set LABEL(x) = k; otherwise LABEL(x) = n. These computations are performed efficiently as follows.
First we initialize LABEL(i) = 0, 1 < i < k -1, and LABEL(k) = k. For each neighbor x of k such that x < k, we traverse the path in G; from x to some vertex y for which either LABEL(y) # 0 or y > k. If y > k, then for every vertex U # y on this path we set LABEL(u) = n; otherwise we set LABEL( U ) = LABEL(y). It is easy to see that this procedure determines the label values correctly. Moreover, each one of the edges (1, DIGIT(l)), (2, DIGIT (2) 
MOD-CHAR to Enumerate all the Spanning Trees
procedure MOD-CHAR; comment procedure MOD-CHAR enumerates all the spanning trees of a connected n-vertex graph using algorithm MOD-CHAR. The graph G is represented by the adjacency lists ADJ(i), 1 G i Q n -1, of its vertices. procedure GENERATE(k); comment procedure GENERATE, when called with the argument k, sets DIGIT(k) to generate a tree sequence. This procedure uses a local array LABEL. begin if k = n then output the tree sequence else begin {Set DIGIT(i) to
{Generate all the sequences in T, U T; having the same compute LABEL(x) for each neighbor x < k of k; In this section we study the computational complexity of MOD-CHAR. Since MOD-CHAR is essentially a new implementation of Char's algorithm, all the complexity results we develop here for MOD-CHAR hold true for Char's algorithm too. Also, in the rest of the paper, by Char's algorithm we refer to the implementation implied in Char's original presentation [3]. In our analysis of MOD-CHAR, all the computations included in the analysis of Char's algorithm are also included. To output t spanning trees, at least ( n -1)t computational steps are needed.
Also we need O ( m + n) computations to find the initial spanning tree, where m is the number of edges in the graph. We do not include these computations in our complexity analyses. Furthermore, we assume, without loss of generality, that the graph G is biconnected with minimum degree at least three.
It is easy to see that MOD-CHAR requires the same number of Type 1 computations as Char's algorithm. So it follows from (7) that COST1 for MOD-CHAR is O(nt), since Hn Q n.
To evaluate the cost of Type 2 computations for MOD-CHAR, we first note that with each tree sequence of the form h k = (DIGIT(l), DIGIT(2); -,DIGIT(k -l), We now present two analyses to evaluate COST2. Our first analysis relates COST2 to a topological parameter associated with G .
We assume that the initial spanning tree used in MOD-CHAR has been generated by performing a DFS on G . We shall denote this tree by TDFS. The choice of a DFS tree as the initial spanning tree will result in no loss of generality, since Char's algorithm and MOD-CHAR can be started with any spanning tree as the initial spanning tree. As in Char's algorithm, we renumber the vertices of G as n, n -1,-. . , 1 in the order in which they are visited during the DFS. For each i, i < n -1, we define NEXT(i), LEAF(i), y,, and U, as follows.
NEXT( i ) = max { j l j < i and j is adjacent to at least two vertices greater than j } ; Let U = max { U , } .
i < n -1
To illustrate the above definitions, consider the graph G in Fig. l(a) . The vertices of G are numbered using the DFS tree shown in Fig. l(b) . In Fig. 2 we show the NEXT(i), LEAF(i), y,, and U, values.
The following theorem establishes a bound for COST2 in terms of y.
Theorem 2: For MOD-CHAR, COST2 is O(ynt).
Proof: Our proof involves associating each A, =
with an appropriate tree sequence A so that we can charge COST2(X,) to A.
If S(A,) consists of at least one tree sequence, then COST2(A,) can be charged to that sequence. If not, let r < k be the hghest number such that for r < i < k will be tested before the tree sequence A' E S ( A r ) is identified. As we have already pointed out, the cost COST2(Ai), tree sequence A' will be charged O ( y k n ) Type 2 computations. Thus each tree sequence will be charged with at most O(yn) computations and the theorem follows.
An important observation is now in order. According to the charging technique used in the proof of the above theorem, if S(A,) has more than one tree sequence, then exactly one of these tree sequences will be charged with cost O ( n ) and the cost charged to each one of the other tree sequences in S(A,) is equal to zero.
Since, by assumption, each vertex is adjacent to at least three vertices, and leaves are adjacent to only higher numbered vertices, it follows that y, Q U, and so y < U.
This leads to the following.
Corollary 2.1: For MOD-CHAR, COST2 is O(ant).
Since COST1 is O(nt) and y 21, we get the following 
So, for all graphs in M , MOD-CHAR is of complexity O(nt). Thus we get the following.
Theorem 4: MOD-CHAR is of complexity O ( n t ) for every graph G which permits an M-numbering.
Consider next the class M' of all n-vertex biconnected graphs which have maximum degree n -1. A vertex with degree n -1 will be called a star vertex. Let G be any graph in M' and S be a star tree of G . Assigning number n to the star vertex in S and the number n -1 to any other vertex of S, we can obtain an M-numbering of S . If this were not possible, then there would exist a subset X = { xl , xz,* e, x k } of vertices such that vertices n and n -1 are not in X and each x, is adjacent to exactly one vertex (namely, the vertex n) not in X. But then, in such a case, the vertex n would be a cut vertex of G , contradicting that G is biconnected. Thus M' G M and we get the following from Theorem 4.
Corollary 4.1: For an n-vertex biconnected graph with maximum degree n -1, MOD-CHAR is of complex O( nt).
It was proved in [7] that
Char's algorithm is of complexity O ( n t ) in the cases of the complete graph, the ladder, and the wheel. Since M'c M contains these graphs, it follows that MOD-CHAR is of complexity O ( n t ) for a larger class of graphs than those identified in [7] . In fact, later in this section, we prove a more interesting result for the complete graphs.
Next, we present our second complexity result, in which we shall relate COST2 to H,,.
Theorem 5: COST2 for MOD-CHAR is O(nH,t) and hence MOD-CHAR is of complexity O( nH,t). // // // Proof: As already noted, for each Ak=(DIGIT(l), REiF(n -l)), COST2(Xk) is O ( n ) . So, it follows from (9) that COST2 = O(nCt(k)). By (2), C t ( k ) = H,t. So, COST2 = O(nH,,t) and MOD-CHAR is of complexity It can be seen that for any graph G which permits an M-numbering, d , >, 2 for all i , 1 < i < n -2, and so in this
thereby confirming Theorem 4. However, we can prove a stronger result.
Theorem 6: MOD-CHAR is of complexity O(nt) in the case of an n-vertex biconnected graph G which has a (1 +log, n)-vertex connected subgraph permitting an Mnumbering.
Proof: For the graph G defined in the theorem n -1 1
Thus the proof follows from Theorem 5 . // According to a result due to Matula [lo] , [12] on random graphs, almost all graphs have a complete graph of order log,n for large n. This property along with Theorem 6 leads to the following interesting result.
Theorem 7: For almost all graphs MOD-CHAR is of complexity O(nt). //
We have earlier proved that MOD-CHAR is of complexity O ( n t ) for an n-vertex complete graph. Now we prove a stronger and more interesting result using Theorem 5. Since for an n-vertex complete graph deg(k) = n -1 for all k, we get from (1) that r + to = 1 + ( n -2)tH,. Since t + eo < 2t for a complete graph ([7, corollary 6.11) it follows that
From (10) and Theorem 5, we can see that MOD-CHAR has O ( t ) time complexity for a complete graph. Now we determine an upper bound for the number of computational steps required by MOD-CHAR to generate a spanning tree of a complete graph. Note that each Type 1 computation involves setting DIGIT( k ) = REF( k ) for some k and hence one assignment operation. Thus the total number of assignments for all the Type 1 computations is H,t -(n -1). For a given k, to find the label values we require 2(k -1) < 2 n -4 computational steps.
Thus the label computations require at most (2n -4)Hnt computational steps. Moreover, t + to < 2t computational steps are required to generate all the sequences for a complete graph. Thus at most 2r + (2n -3)Hnt computational steps are required by MOD-CHAR for an n-vertex complete graph. From this observation and (10) we can show that MOD-CHAR requires, on the average, less than 2 6 + -n -2 computational steps to generate a spanning tree of an n-vertex complete graph. Thus we get the following.
Theorem 8: MOD-CHAR requires, on the average, at most 7 computational steps to generate a spanning tree of a complete graph of any order. // We now make a few comments on the complexity results given in Theorems 3 and 5 . The complexity O(nH,t) is less pessimistic than the complexity O ( y n t ) in the sense that the total number of computational steps (both Types 1 and 2) required by MOD-CHAR will be no more than 4nH,,t. However, the constant y for a given TDFs is much easier to compute than H,. So Theorem 3 will be useful to obtain a quick estimate of the complexity of MOD-CHAR. We wish to point out that in all the examples considered H,, was found to be less than y. For example, for the graph of Fig. 1, H ,, = 0.91 whereas y = 3. These results once again highlight the influence of the initial spanning tree on the complexity of MOD-CHAR. Even though selecting an initial spanning tree leading to the minimum number of computational steps is difficult, heuristics to generate an initial spanning tree aimed at reducing the number of computational steps can be developed. These heuristics should attempt to minimize y and/or H,,. In fact, the heuristics presented in [7] attempted to achieve a value of 2 for y and H,.
V. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
In this section we present a computational evaluation of MOD-CHAR in comparison to the implementation envisaged by Char in his paper [3]. We do not provide a comparison with Gabow and Myers' algorithm since our study in [8] and the recent study by Winter [19] show that Char's algorithm is superior to Gabow and Myers'.
Char's implementation and MOD-CHAR both require two types of operations: Type 1 and Type 2. We may recall that Type 1 computations are those required to generate the sequences and Type 2 computations are those required to test the sequences for the tree compatibility property. Generating a sequence requires accessing entries (or equivalently edges) from the adjacency lists, whereas the test for the tree compatibility property requires comparisons and traversals of edges in a subgraph. Since edge traversal also essentially involves accessing edges from the adjacency lists, we consider edge access (which includes edge traversals and comparisons) as the basic operation performed by both Char's implementation and MOD-CHAR. In order to obtain an evaluation which is independent of such factors as the programming language, data structures used, etc., our comparison of these two implementations will be in terms of the average number of edge accesses performed by them. First, we shall highllght the salient features of these two implementations.
Both MOD-CHAR and Char's implementation require the same number of Type 1 computations. They differ only in the way the test for the tree compatibility property, namely the Type 2 computations, is performed.
Consider a graph G . For a given value of k Q n -1, let, as defined in Section 111, G , be the subgraph corresponding to a sequence A,. For each neighbor x < k of vertex k, the tree compatibility test is to be performed. To perform this test, Char's implementation requires traversing the path in G , starting at vertex x. There is no provision in this implementation to avoid traversal of a path or a segment of a path more than once. This means that if, for example, the paths starting at, say, three neighbors xl, x2, xg of k overlap, then those edges in the common segment of these paths will be traversed three times. On the other hand, MOD-CHAR performs the tree compatibility test through label values. In this implementation it is ensured that no edge in G , is traversed more than twice, even when overlapping paths are present.
For a sparse graph, the probability of having more than two overlapping paths which start at lower numbered neighbors of k is very small. So, for such graphs, the number of edge accesses required by Char's implementation will not likely be more than those required by MOD-CHAR. Furthermore, the number of non-tree subgraphs which contain trivial circuits of the type (k, x), (x, k) will be quite large. Char's implementation would require exactly two edge accesses to detect the presence of each of these trivial circuits. On the other hand, there is no provision in MOD-CHAR to detect the presence of these circuits, except through label computations. For example, we can show that in the case of a 10-vertex circuit, Char's implementation would require, on the average, 22 edge accesses per spanning tree generated, whereas the corresponding number for MOD-CHAR is about 44. These features of Char's implementation lead us to conclude that for sparse graphs it is computationally superior to MOD-CHAR.
In the case of dense graphs, the probability of having more than two overlapping paths which start at lower numbered neighbors of k is very high. So, for such graphs, it is more likely that an edge in G , will be traversed more than twice in Char's implementation, thereby resulting in more number of edge accesses than those required by MOD-CHAR. In Table I we present computational results for several test graphs with varying densities, where the density of an n-vertex graph with m edges is defined [19] to be equal to 2m/(n(n -1)). These test graphs were generated randomly as in [17] . The following points emerge from these results. 1) Performance of MOD-CHAR gets better as graphs become denser and denser. In the case of a 9-vertex graph, as the density varies from 0.7 to 1, the average number of edge accesses performed by Char's implementation increases from 4.785 to 6.128-an increase of about 28 percent. The corresponding increase for 10-vertex graphs is about 22 percent. On the other hand, these increases for MOD-CHAR are merely about 2.7 and 1 percent, respectively.
2) The average number of edge accesses required by Char's implementation varies from 4.785 for a 9-vertex graph with density 0.7 to 6.884 for an 11-vertex complete graph-an increase of about 40 percent. The corresponding increase for MOD-CHAR is only about 3.5 percent.
3) For complete graphs on 8 or more vertices, MOD-CHAR outperforms Char's implementation, since by Theorem 8 for these graphs, MOD-CHAR requires no more than 7 edge accesses per tree generated. 4) For a 10-vertex graph with density = 0.90, MOD-CHAR requires 5.755 edge accesses per tree generated, whereas Char's implementation requires 6.066. For denser and larger graphs, there is virtually no increase for MOD-CHAR, whereas the number continually increases for Char's implementation. This result demonstrates that for large dense graphs, the number of edge accesses required by MOD-CHAR becomes proportional to the number of trees generated and is independent of the number of vertices in the graph.
From the above we can see that MOD-CHAR will be computationally superior to Char's implementation for large and dense graphs. This conclusion is also easily justifiable using Theorem 8 and the fact that for large dense graphs, the dominating term in the expression for Hn is l/dnPl. As the graph becomes denser dnPl tends to increase (for a complete graph d n P l = n / 2 ) and the term nHn in the complexity expression becomes a constant for large n.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented and studied the computational complexity of Char's spanning tree enumeration algorithm. Two complexity analyses of this implementation, called MOD-CHAR, have been discussed. These analyses show that MOD-CHAR achieves better worst-case complexity results for Char's algorithm than what could possibly be obtained using the implementation implied in Char's original paper [3]. The class of graphs for which the complexity of MOD-CHAR is O ( n t ) has been identified. This class is more general than the corresponding one identified in [7] . Using a result due to Matula on random graphs [lo] , [12] , it has been shown that for almost all graphs, the complexity of MOD-CHAR or equivalently Char's algorithm is O(nt). In fact, we have shown that for complete graphs, MOD-CHAR and hence Char's algorithm requires, on the average, at most seven computational steps per spanning tree generated. This property has not been observed for any of the other spanning tree enumeration algorithms which explicitly list the trees one at a time.
Whereas MOD-CHAR achieves better complexity results for Char's algorithm, it is pointed out that for sparse graphs Char's implementation as implied in [3] will be superior to MOD-CHAR. From computational results on randomly generated dense graphs, we conclude that for large dense graphs MOD-CHAR will be superior to Char's implementation. These results along with the result in Theorem 8 show that for large dense graphs the complexity of MOD-CHAR and hence that of Char's algorithm is Our results clearly demonstrate the influence the initial spanning tree has on the complexity of MOD-CHAR. Efficient heuristics for selecting an initial spanning tree (as developed in [7] for Char's implementation) whch aim at minimizing the value of y and/or H, can be developed, leading to a further speedup of MOD-CHAR.
A few graph-theoretic problems remain to be solved. One of these is that of selecting a spanning tree with the smallest value of y. We conjecture that for all biconnected graphs with minimum degree at least 3, a spanning tree with y = 2 is possible. In other words, we conjecture that all such graphs permit an M-numbering, so that for these graphs H,, is bounded above by a constant.
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